In this paper we introduce and study about P-semipseudo symmetric ideals in ternary semi rings and characterized p-semipseudo symmetric ideals in ternary semirings.
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Definition 2.28 :
An ideal A of a ternary semiring T is said to be pseudo symmetric provided x, y, z T, xyzA implies xsytzA for all s, tT. Definition 2.29 : A pseudo symmetric ideal A of a ternary semiring T is said to be P-pseudo symmetric ideal provided x, y, z T and P is an ideal of T, xyz + pA implies xsytz + p A for all s, tT and p ∈ P. Note 2.30 : A pseudo symmetric ideal A of a ternary semiring T is said to be P-pseudo symmetric ideal provided x, y, z T and P is an ideal of T, xyz + P ⊆ A implies xsytz + P ⊆ A for all s, tT.
Corollary 2.31 : Let A be a P-pseudo symmetric ideal in a ternary semiring T, then for any odd natural number n, a n + pA implies < a > n + P  A.
Theorem 2.32 : Let A be an ideal of a ternary semiring T. Then A is completely P-prime iff A is P-prime and P-pseudo symmetric.
Corollary 2.33 : Let A be an ideal of a ternary semiring T. Then A is completely P-semiprime iff A is P-semiprime and P-pseudo symmetric.
P-SEMIPSEUDO SYMMETRIC TERNARY IDEALS
We now introduce the notion of P-semipseudo symmetric ideal of a ternary semiring Definition 3.1 : An ideal A in a ternary semiring T is said to be P-semipseudo symmetric provided for any odd natural number n, x ∈ T and P is an ideal of T,
Theorem 3.2 : Every P-pseudo symmetric ideal of a ternary semiring is a P-semipseudo symmetric ideal. Proof : Let A be a P-pseudo symmetric ideal of a ternary semiring T. Let x ∈ T and x n + P ⊆ A for some odd natural number n. Since A is P-pseudo symmetric, by corollary 2.31, x n + P ⊆ A⇒< x > n + P ⊆ A. Therefore A is a P-semipseudo symmetric ideal.
Note 3.3 :
The converse of theorem 3.2, is not true. i.e. a P-semipseudo symmetric ideal of a ternary semiring need not be a P-pseudo symmetric ideal.
Example 3.4 :
Let T be a free ternary semiring over the alphabet {a, b, c, d, e} and P is any ideals of T. Let A = <abc >+<bca >+<cab > + P. Since abc + P ⊆ A and adbec + P ⊈ A, A is not P-pseudo symmetric. Suppose x n + P ∈ A for some odd natural number n. Now the word x contains abc or bca or cab and hence < x > n + P ⊆ A. Therefore x n + P ⊆ A for some odd natural number n ⇒ < x > n + P ⊆ A. Therefore A is a P-semipseudo symmetric ideal.
Theorem 3.5 : Every P-semiprime ideal Q minimal relative to containing a P-semipseudo symmetric ideal A in a ternary semiring T is completely P-semiprime.
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Proof : Write S={x n : x ∈ T\Q for any odd natural number n}. First we show that A∩S =∅.
If A∩S ≠ ∅, then there exists an element x ∈ T\Q such that x n + P ⊆ A where n is odd natural number. Since A is a P-semipseudo symmetric ideal, Then there exists x ∈ T\Q such that x n ∈ < a > ∩S for some odd natural number n.
It is a contradiction. Therefore M is a P-semiprime ideal containing A. Now, A⊆M ⊆ T\S⊆ Q. Since Q is a minimal P-semiprime ideal relative to containing A,
Hence Q is a completely P-semiprime ideal. Corollary 3.6 : Every P-prime ideal Q in a ternary semiring T minimal relative to containing a P-semipseudo symmetric ideal A is completely P-prime.
Proof : Since every P-prime ideal is a P-semiprime ideal, by theorem 3.5, we have Q is a completely P-semiprime ideal and by theorem 2.19, P is a completely P-prime ideal.
Corollary 3.7 : Every P-prime ideal minimal relative to containing a P-pseudo symmetric ideal A in a ternary semiring T is completely P-prime.
Proof : Let P be a P-prime ideal containing a P-pseudo symmetric ideal A of a ternary semiring T. By theorem 3.2, every P-pseudo symmetric ideal is a P-semipseudo symmetric ideal, by corollary 3.6, P is a completely P-prime ideal of T. 1) A is completely P-semiprime.
2) A is P-semiprime and P-pseudo symmetric.
3) A is P-semiprime and P-semipseudo symmetric.
Proof : (1) ⇒(2) : Suppose A is a completely P-semiprime ideal of T. By theorem 2.20, A is a P-semiprime ideal of T and by theorem 2.33, A is a P-pseudo symmetric ideal of T.
(2) ⇒(3) : Suppose A is P-semiprime and P-pseudo symmetric. By theorem 3.2, A is a P-semipseudo symmetric ideal. Hence A is P-semiprime and P-semipseudo symmetric. (3) ⇒ (1) : Suppose A is P-semiprime and P-semipseudo symmetric. (2)  (3) : Suppose that A is P-pseudo symmetric. By theorem 3.2, A is P-semi pseudo symmetric.
(3)  (1) : Suppose that A is P-semipseudo symmetric. Let x ∈ T, x 3 ∈ A. Since A is P-semipseudo symmetric, x 3 + P ⊆ A  < x > 3 + P  A. Since T is semi simple, x is a semi simple element. Therefore x ∈ < x > 3  A. Thus A is completely P-semiprime.
Theorem 3.11 :
If A is an ideal of a ternary semiring T, then the following are equivalent. 1) A is completely P-prime.
2) A is P-prime and P-pseudo symmetric.
3) A is P-prime and P-semipseudo symmetric.
Proof : (1) ⇒ (2) : Suppose that A is completely P-prime. By theorem 2.32, A is P-prime and P-pseudo symmetric.
(2) ⇒ (3) : Suppose A is prime and pseudo symmetric. Since A is P-pseudo symmetric by theorem 3.2, A is P-semipseudo symmetric.
(3) ⇒ (1) : Suppose A is P-prime and P-semipseudo symmetric. Since A is P-prime by theorem 2.21, A is P-semiprime. Since A is P-semiprime and P-semipseudo symmetric, by theorem 3.8, A is completely P-semiprime. Since A is P-prime and completely P-semiprime by theorem 2.19, A is completely P-prime.
The following theorem is an analogue of KRULL's Theorem. A . Since P-prime ideals containing A and minimal P-prime ideals containing A and hence prime ideals containing A and minimal prime ideals containing A and the minimal semiprime ideal relative to containing A are coincide, it follows that 3 A = 1 3 A = 11 3 A . Since A is P-semipseudo symmetric ideal. Therefore A is semipseudo symmetric ideal, we have A 2 = A 4 . Now by theorem 3.15, we have 
We now introduce the notion of a P-semi pseudo symmetric ternary semiring.
Definition 3.15 :
A ternary semiring T is said to be a P-semi pseudo symmetric ternary semiring provided every ideal of T is P-semi pseudo symmetric.
Theorem 3.16 :
A ternary semiring T is P-semi pseudo symmetric iff every principal ideal is P-semi pseudo symmetric. Proof : Suppose a ternary semiring T is P-semi pseudo symmetric. Then every ideal of T is P-semi pseudo symmetric. Hence every principal ideal of T is P-semi pseudo symmetric. Conversely suppose that every principal ideal of T is P-semi pseudo symmetric. Let A be any ideal of T. For x ∈ T, x n + P ⊆ A for an odd natural number n. Since < x n > is a P-semi pseudo symmetric ideal, < x > n + P ⊆<x n >. Now <x > n + P ⊆<x n >⊆ A for an odd natural number n. ∴<x> n + P ⊆ A for an odd natural number n. ∴ A is a P-semi pseudo symmetric ideal. Hence T is a P-semi pseudo symmetric semiring. Theorem 3.17 : In a P-semipseudo symmetric ternary semiring T, an element a is semi simple iff a is lateral regular.
Proof : Let T be a P-semipseudo symmetric ternary semiring. Suppose an element a ∈ T is semi simple. Then a < a > 3 . Since T is P-semipseudo symmetric, < a 3 > is a P-semipseudo symmetric ideal. Thus a 3 + P ⊆ <a 3 >  a Conversely suppose that a ∈ T is lateral regular. Then a = xa 3 y for some x, y ∈ T and hence a< a 3 >. Therefore a is semi simple.
Definition 3.18:
A ternary semiring T is said to be an Archimedean ternary semiring provided for any a, b ∈ T there exists an odd natural number n such that a n ∈ TbT.
Definition 3.19:
A ternary semiring T is said to be a strongly Archimedean ternary semiring provided for any a, b ∈ T there exists an odd natural number n such that < a > n ⊆ < b >.
Theorem 3.20: Every strongly Archimedean ternary semiring is an Archimedean ternary semiring. Proof: Suppose that T is strongly Archimedean ternary semiring. Let a, b ∈ T. Since T is Strongly Archimedean ternary semiring, there is an odd natural number n such that < a > n ⊆ < b >. Now a n ∈ < a > n ⊆ < b > ⇒ a n + 2 ∈ T< b >T ⊆ TbT. Therefore T is an Archimedean ternary semiring. Since abc + P ⊆ S and hence abc ∈ S, P ⊆ S. Since abc ∈ S, then √< abc > ≠ T. Now T = √<a> ∩ √<b> ∩ √<c> =√< abc > ≠ T. It is a contradiction. Thus a ∈ S or b ∈ S or c ∈ S. ∴ S is a completely P-prime ideal.
(2) Since S is a completely P-prime ideal, T\S is either empty or a ternary subsemigroup of T. 3) T has no proper completely P-prime ideals. 4) T has no proper completely P-semiprime ideals. 5) T has no proper P-prime ideals. 6) T has no proper P-semiprime ideals. Proof : (1) ⇒ (2) : Suppose that T is a strongly Archimedean ternary semiring. By theorem 3.20, T is an Archimedean ternary semiring. (2) ⇒(3) : Suppose that T is an Archimedean ternary semiring. Let Q be any completely P-prime ideal of T. Let a ∈T, b ∈Q. Since T is an Archimedean ternary semiring, there exists a odd natural number n such that a n ∈ TbT ⊆ Q ⇒a n ∈ Q ⇒a ∈ Q. ∴ T ⊆ Q. Clearly Q ⊆ T. Thus Q = T. ∴ T has no proper completely P-prime ideals. By theorem 2.24, corollary 2.25, and theorem 2.27; (3), (4), (5) and (6) are equivalent. (5) ⇒(1) : T has no proper P-prime ideals. Let a, b ∈ T. Since T has no proper P-prime ideals, √<b> = T. Now aT = √< b > ⇒a n ∈ < b > for some odd natural number n. Since T is a P-semipseudo symmetric semiring, < b > is a P-semipseudo symmetric ideal and hence a n ∈< b > ⇒ < a > n ⊆ < b >. Thus T is a strongly Archimedean ternary semiring. Hence the given conditions are equivalent.
